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Catalog HY33-1825/US
-MP handle for IQAN-LC5-C0x

Expansion units, IQANdesign or IQANdevelop
IQAN System Products

Application
The MP handle option provides a variety of control 
interfaces in an ergonomic, multi-function handle that 
comfortably fits your hand. The handle is a robust 
design, able to withstand heavy use in outdoor 
installations, including exposure to a wide range of 
automotive chemicals. The handle  has the capability to 
have a maximum of 8 buttons or 2 proportional thumb 
wheels in the faceplate. Combinations of buttons, 
thumb wheels, and trigger are also possible. The MP 
handle will be assembled to the  IQAN-LC5 base, 
and the cables are routed through the base. The push 
buttons and thumb wheel are easily connected to the 
vehicle wire harness by a Deutsch DTM connector.

The MP handle is made to fit either the right or left 
hand, reducing inventory part numbers. The buttons 
are large, and have a nice tactile feel. The proportional 
thumb wheel has dual sensors providing 2 crossed 
outputs that may be compared in IQAN modules for 
safe operation. 

Description  Ordering PN
IQAN-LC5-C01-MPB2W0T0 20076996
IQAN-LC5-C01-MPB2W0T1 20076997
IQAN-LC5-C01-MPB2W2T1 20076999
IQAN-LC5-C01-MPB4W0T0 20077000 
IQAN-LC5-C01-MPB4W0T1 20077001
IQAN-LC5-C01-MPB4W1T1 20077003
IQAN-LC5-C01-MPB8W0T1 20077005
Consult datasheet and pricelist for other  
IQAN-LC5-C01-MP options and ordering part numbers.

General (handle)   
Weight .25 kg 
Temperature range -40 to +85° C
Sealing outdoor use

Buttons/Trigger   
Expected life (electrical) 0.5 million
Expected life (mechanical) 1 million
Travel 1.5 mm
Actuating force 2 - 5 Nm
Switching current (max) 400 mA, 32 VAC,
 resistive load

Thumb wheel   
Rated power supply (Vs) 5 Vdc
Load resistive (min)  4.5 kΩ
Load capacitive (max) 1 uF 
Current consumption (typ) 16 mA
Analog output active range 10%-90% Vs
Resolution < 2 mV
Angle of movement ± 25 degrees
Expected life (operations) 5 million

Connection   
B0W0T1 / B2W0T0 /  Deutsch DTM, 6 pos.
B2W0T1 / B4W0T0 
B4W0T1 / B4W1Tx / Deutsch DTM, 12 pos.
B2W2Tx / B8W0Tx
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